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Abstract : Wastage and theft of water has become one of the major issues in India, a major source of wastage is leakage in the 

pipelines which are not noticed immediately. India contains over around 17 percent of the global population but only 4 percent of 

freshwater access and this will result in major water shortage in the country, whose effects will be compounded by climate change in 

the future. Internet of Things is the idea of connecting remote devices together using the internet. This project aims to reduce water 

theft and leakage by using a system consisting of flow sensors, solenoid valves and a GSM module connected to an Arduino board 

which sends the data to the server which displays the results on a dashboard resulting in the real time monitoring of the flow rate of 

water on both ends of the pipe. It uses the solenoid valve to immediately shut off the water supply if there is a difference in the flow 

rate between the ends of the pipe and alerts the authority with a SMS using the GSM module with the last recorded flow rates and the 

location of the system.  
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I.Introduction 

  India is under the danger of confronting serious water shortage because of environmental change and wastage of 

water. The ebb and flow framework comprises of water being conveyed from the repositories to their objections utilizing a huge 

organization of pipelines. This organization is spread the country over and it isn't practical to screen the whole organization 

continually with the current innovation. A huge piece of this wastage can be credited to the issue of spillage in pipes (on the 

fixture end or along the joints). Consistently we hear reports of pipeline blasts inside urban communities and towns, these blasts 

happen aimlessly times and at arbitrary areas and numerous multiple times the water moving through these lines get squandered 

to the channel as there are no approaches to promptly confine the progression of water through these harmed pipes. Another 

issue of unmonitored water stream is water burglary wherein somebody may gain an unlawful water association by altering a 

part of the pipeline organization to permit a source from the primary line to their places/homes making the legitimate purchaser 

of the line wind up paying extra for water use that they, when all is said and done, havent utilized/devoured. The current 

techniques being used to manage such issues, albeit powerful, are tedious and postponed. Subsequently, despite the fact that, the 

issue is dealt with in the long run, the wastage actually happens. A doable answer for this issue could be the arrangement of 

constant observing alongside a mechanized stream closure framework, wherein an authority can screen water stream of the 

whole pipeline network progressively and find vital ways to forestall said wastage and burglary, and the robotized framework 

can help immediately limit water stream so wastage can be diminished. Utilizing computerized observing through IoT we can 

arrangement a multi-hub correspondence network that screens water move through the hub and imparts it to the following hub 

in the organization and furthermore to the focal worker so any error in circulation is immediately detailed and followed up on. 

This Paper presents a Break Identification Framework which shapes a nodal organization of frameworks to screen water stream 

continuously and can furnish an ideal caution with the area if there should arise an occurrence of any abnormalities or issues and 

naturally confines the progression of water through that specific area until the issue is settled. These cautions are then shipped 

off the following hub on the organization just as to a focal worker which keeps a log of such exercises and shows it onto an 

online dashboard containing a guide of the organization. This framework will utilize the current Worldwide Framework for 

Versatile Correspondence for sending information to the Worker and hubs. 

II. Literature Review  

 

 We examined various existing frameworks worked by scientists to build a model of good quality .During the 

investigation of boundaries like temperature, pH and electrical conductivity, pressure various creators proposed differential 

model to test water quality and water spillage. We have built up a savvy water control gadget that can play out all these 

checking capacities by taking a gander at all these subtleties .The creator showed that the Web of Things applications has been 

rising hugely in brilliant homes as of late. The wide assortment of different IoT frameworks commonly adds to interoperability 

needs. Current IoT projects are carried out utilizing actual stages which need dynamic insight .to settle the board of the 

heterogeneous IoTs in brilliant home, it is proposed an engineering that executes Occasion Condition-Activity (ECA) measure. 

Created utilizing a focal archive for ceaseless information on IoT plans, the helpful engineering has demonstrated ideal for 

tending to interoperability in astute homes . We investigated various existing frameworks worked by scientists to develop a 

model of good quality . During the investigation of boundaries like temperature, pH and electrical conductivity, pressure various 

creators proposed differential model to test water quality and water spillage. We have built up a shrewd water control gadget 

that can play out all these observing capacities by taking a gander at all these subtleties .The creator demonstrated that the Web 

of Things applications has been rising massively in keen homes as of late. The wide assortment of different IoT frameworks 

normally adds to interoperability needs. Current IoT projects are carried out utilizing actual stages which need dynamic 

knowledge .to address the executives of the heterogeneous IoTs in savvy home, it is proposed an engineering that carries out 

Occasion Condition-Activity (ECA) measure. Created utilizing a focal vault for consistent information on IoT plans, the useful 
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design has demonstrated ideal for tending to interoperability in shrewd homes . In the creator told the best way to screen the 

water level of water frameworks, for example, water tanks, waterways, ground water table, and bore wells distantly. They 

additionally have told that the best way to control the working of siphon naturally and distantly. It tends to be utilized to 

distantly screen the flood influenced territories remotely and data can be shipped off versatile remotely. This framework is 

intended to screen the degree of water with the assistance of water level sensors. This article incorporates an IoT instrument for 

observing and planning water use. This framework is straightforward and durable to introduce and keep up. The laser sensor is 

situated on the tank that controls water level ceaselessly progressively. This information is put away in the cloud and clients can 

analyze water quantity The motor function is operated automatically, depending on the water level in the tank. The motor will 

automatically be turned on when the water level goes below the threshold level. In  paper, we present an IoT architecture for 

water monitoring and control that supports in real-time online data collection. The program addresses new problems in 

calculating the water flow rate and the need to research the water supply to minimize and encourage water pollution. By using 

pH and conductivity sensors, we also calculate the consistency of water distributed throughout every house. The conventional 

water measurement systems need frequency  human maintenance intervention to make it uncomfortable and therefore less 

effective.  

III.Proposed system : 
 

 
 

Figure 1 : Block diagram of proposed system 

3.1 Working : The proposed method is to use an IOT system to automate most of the water leak detection system. In this method 

a system consisting of Arduino, flow sensor, solenoid valve and  IOT  is connected to each end of the pipe which is saved in the 

database. The water flow through the pipes is recorded by the flow meter. This has an IOT sim card which sends the usage data 

to the server. The system checks the and compares the flow meter reading from the flow sensor at both ends of the same pipe. If 

the readings from both the sensors match the solenoid valve allows the water flow to continue, in case the readings do not match 

the solenoid valve shuts down the water flow at both ends of the pipe. Following closing the solenoid valve the sim card sends a 

message  to the concerned authority with the GPS coordinates of the shutdown valves. It is possible to remotely open the valve 

through the dashboard after the problem is fixed. 

3.2 Components Used : 

 Flow Sensor: The Water Flow Sensor is an instrument that uses Hall effect to measure linear, nonlinear, mass or volumetric 

flow rate of a liquid or a gas. The flow sensor consists of a plastic valve body, a rotor, and a hall-effect sensor. When water or 

gas flows through the rotor, the rotor rotates, the speed of the rotor changes with different rate of flow. The hall-effect sensor 

records these rotations as pulses and according to the pulses outputs the amount of water or gas flowing through the sensor. It 

operates on a maximum working voltage of 5V and minimum of 4.5V.   

 Solenoid Valve: It is an electrically operated valve with one inlet port and one outlet port and a central core which consists of a 

core spring holding a valve seal. The valve seal prevents the flow of fluid or gas through the valve in the de-energized condition. 

When a strong flow of water passes through the valve its pressure pushes the seal upwards and enables the passage of water. In 

the energized state the core spring pulls up the valve seal and opens the valve for regular fluid flow. The Solenoid Valve 

operates on 12V. Since the Arduino UNO is unable to provide 12V of charge, to keep it powered we attach a Motor Driver 

circuit along with it to provide it with the desired voltage.  

 Arduino Uno : ATmega328P microcontroller. It consists of 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM 

outputs), 6 analog inputs, 16 MHz quartz crystal, USB connection (USB A to B), a power jack and a RESET button. It can be 

powered with a USB cable or power it with an AC- DC adapter or battery to get started. It can accept 7V-20V power supply and 

can operate on a maximum voltage of 5V. 
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           Flowchart : 

 

 

 

 

 

         
 

 

 

                    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure: Output graph normal condition, Output graph leakage condition 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 

 Thus the result of our project is, the system monitored by the dashboard and detect the water leakage by flow sensor 

which sense water flow, when the two sensor readings are same then the water flows, when it is different it stopped the flow of 

water or leakage  using solenoid valve. The system makes use of IoT for leak detection in real time. The system is highly 

scalable and low cost. All implemented systems connected are connected to the server and can be monitored by the dashboard. 

This system greatly reduces water wastage in case of a leak by immediately stopping the flow of water through the pipe. 
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